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Atoms in Quasilocal Integral Domains
D.D. Anderson, K. Bombardier∗
Department of Mathematics, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA, 52242, USA
Abstract
Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal integral domain. We investigate the set of irreducible
elements (atoms) of R . Special attention is given to the set of atoms in M\M2
and to the existence of atoms inM2. While our main interest is in local Cohen-
Kaplansky (CK) domains (atomic integral domainswith only finitelymanynon-
associate atoms), we endeavor to obtain results in the greatest generality pos-
sible. In contradiction to a statement of Cohen and Kaplansky, we construct
a local CK domain with precisely eight nonassociate atoms having an atom in
M2.
Keywords: quasilocal domain, irreducible element, atom, atomic domain,
Cohen Kaplansky domain
1. Introduction
Let R be a (commutative) integral domain. A nonzero nonunit x ∈ R is ir-
reducible, or an atom, if x = ab implies a or b is a unit and R is atomic if each
nonzero nonunit of R is a finite product of atoms. An atomic domain with only
finitely many nonassociate atoms is called a Cohen-Kaplansky (CK ) domain.
(While a field is an atomic domain, even a CK domain, to avoid trivialities, we
assume throughout that R is not a field.) While the purpose of this article is
to study local CK domains and their atoms, in Section 2 we begin by investi-
gating atoms in quasilocal domains that need not even be atomic. While we
focus on quasilocal domains, we should point out that the study of atoms or
atomicity cannot generally be reduced to the quasilocal case. Indeed, the ring
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of integer-valued polynomials is a two-dimensional Prüfer BFD (and hence is
atomic), but has a localization at a maximal ideal that is not atomic [3, Exam-
ple 2.7(b)]. Conversely, if R is a Bezout almost Dedekind domain that is not a
PID (take R = D(X ) where D is your favorite non-Dedekind almost Dedekind
domain), then R is not atomic, but each localization of R is a DVR and hence
atomic. However, for CK domains we can effectively reduce to the local case,
see Theorem 5.6. As usual two elements a and b of a domain R are associates,
denoted a ∼ b, if b = ua for some unit u ∈R .
The setup for Section 2 is a not necessarily atomic quasilocal domain (R ,M),
usually withM 6=M2. (We reserve the term “local” for a Noetherian quasilocal
domain.) Set R = R/M . We begin by remarking that ifMβ = 0 for some ordinal
β, then R satisfies ACCP (Theorem 2.1). If x ∈ M\M2, x is certainly an atom.
Special attention is given to the set of atoms contained inM\M2 and to the ex-
istence of atoms in M2. We say that Mn is (weakly) universal if Mn ⊆ Rx for
each atom x ∈ R (x ∈M\M2). We show that if there are exactly n nonassociate
atoms (in M\M2), then Mn−1(Mn) is (weakly) universal (Theorem 2.11). Sup-
pose thatM 6=M2. Let {xα}α∈Λ ⊆M\M2 be a complete set of representatives of
the one-dimensional R-subspaces of M/M2. Then {xα}α∈Λ is a set of nonasso-
ciate atoms of R lying in M\M2 (thus we have a lower bound for the number
of nonassociate atoms inM\M2) andM2 is universal if and only if {xα}α∈Λ is a
complete set of nonassociate atoms of R (lying in M\M2) (Theorem 2.2). We
show that M2 is universal if and only if [M :M] = {x ∈ K |xM ⊆M} (K the quo-
tient field of R) is a quasilocal domain with principal maximal ideal M (Theo-
rem 2.2). For Mn universal (n ≥ 2), we give an upper bound for the number of
nonassociate atoms inMn−1\Mn (Theorem 2.8). Finally we show that if (R ,M)
is a quasilocal domain with M 6= M2 having only finitely many nonassociate
atoms, then P =⋂∞n=1Mn is prime and R/P is a CK domain (Theorem 2.9).
Section 3 concentrates on local CK domains. We review some character-
izations of local CK domains. We offer alternative proofs and sharpen sev-
eral results from [8]. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR. Let
V =U ([M :M])/U (R) where for a ring S,U (S) is the group of units of S. Now V
is finite and |V | ≥ |R |with |V | ≥ |R|+1 ifM is themaximal ideal of [M :M] (The-
orem 3.3). For x ∈M and u ∈U ([M :M]), x ∈Mn−1\Mn ⇐⇒ ux ∈Mn−1\Mn
and x is an atom ⇐⇒ ux is an atom. Thus the number of nonassociate atoms
inMn−1\Mn is a multiple of |V |, possibly 0 for n ≥ 3. Moreover,M2 is universal
⇐⇒ the nonassociate atoms consist of a single V -class ⇐⇒ the nonassociate
atoms contained in M\M2 consist of a single V -class. Thus if the number of
nonassociate atoms in R (or inM\M2) is prime,M2 is universal (Corollary 3.5).
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The fourth section consists of examples. Of particular interest are local CK
domains of the form R = K +WX +F [[X ]]X 2 where K ⊆ F is an extension of
finite fields and W is a K -subspace of F . Cohen and Kaplansky’s paper [8] is
entitled “Rings with a finite number of primes. I.” (They use the term “prime”
tomean an atom.) II never appeared, but on page 472 in regard to the result on
the universality ofMn−1 when R is a CK domain with precisely n nonassociate
atoms, they state “This result will incidentally be considerably sharpened in
the paper that follows.” A question they raised, but were unable to answer, was
whether a local CK domain (R ,M) could have an atom in M2. To quote from
page 473 of their paper: “Whether or not there exist rings with a prime (sic)
in M2 is a question that has not yet been settled. It follows from (2), and the
fact that k and N are at least 2, that such a ringmust have at least seven primes
(sic). Since we shall prove below thatM2 is universal when n is prime, the lower
bound becomes n = 8. We shall continue this discussion in the second paper;
but we remark that at the moment our best result has ruled out the possibility
of a prime (sic) inM2 for n = 8 or n = 9.” Now in [5] it was shown that you can
have an atom in M2. Using the construction given there, we give an example
of a local CK domain (R ,M) with exactly eight nonassociate atoms having two
nonassociate atoms inM2. Perhaps this is why II never appeared. We also use
the construction given in [5] to construct a local CK domain (R ,M) with M2n
universal, butM2n−1 not universal. In Section 5 we investigate the existence of
local CK domains with exactly n nonassociate atoms for small n.
2. Atoms in Quasilocal Domains
In this section we study the set of atoms of a quasilocal domain (R ,M). We
will usually assume that M 6=M2 so we have atoms in M\M2. While our main
goal is to study local CK domains, in this section we try to keep the results as
general as possible by not assuming that R is atomic or that the number of
nonassociate atoms involved is necessarily finite. Several of the results of this
section have previously been given for CK domains [8].
Recall that R is a bounded factorization domain (BFD) if for each nonzero
nonunit x ∈R there is a natural numberN (x) so that if x = x1 · · ·xn where xi ∈R
is a nonunit, then n ≤ N (x). We say that R satisfies the ascending chain condi-
tion on principal ideals (ACCP) if any ascending chain of principal ideals of R
stabilizes. It is well known and easily proved that
BFD =⇒ ACCP =⇒ atomic
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and that none of these implications can be reversed, even for quasilocal do-
mains. See Section 4 for more details. We next generalize the well known re-
sult that a quasilocal domain (R ,M) with
⋂∞
n=1M
n = 0 is a BFD. Recall that
Mβ is defined for each ordinal β where Mβ+1 = MMβ and for β a limit ordi-
nalMβ =⋂α<βMα.
Theorem 2.1. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain. If Mα = 0 for some ordinal α,
then R satisfies ACCP. If further Mw =⋂∞n=1Mn = 0, R is a BFD.
Proof. Define a function φ : M\{0}→ ORD by φ(x) = β where x ∈ Mβ\Mβ+1.
Now for x, y ∈ M\{0}, φ(xy) > φ(x). Hence if 0 6= Rx1 ( Rx2 ( Rx3 ( · · · is an
infinite ascending chain of principal ideals inR ,φ(x1)>φ(x2)>φ(x3)> ·· · is an
infinite descending chain of ordinals, a contradiction. (This is [4, Proposition
2].) For the case where 0 =Mw = ⋂∞n=1Mn , let 0 6= x = x1 · · ·xm where xi ∈M .
Thenm ≤φ(x); so R is a BFD.
Let S and T be subsets of R\{0} where R is an integral domain. We say that S
is universally divisible by T if each element of S is divisible by each element of
T , or equivalently, S ⊆⋂t∈T Rt . For (R ,M) quasilocal,Mn is (weakly) universal
if Mn is universally divisible by T = {x|x ∈ R is an atom} (T = {x|x ∈ M\M2).
The concept of Mn being universal was introduced by Cohen and Kaplansky
[8] who characterized the CK domains with M2 universal and showed that if R
is a local CK domainwith exactlyn nonassociate atoms, thenMn−1 is universal;
see Theorem 2.11 for a generalization.
We next characterize quasilocal domains (R ,M) withM2 universal.
Theorem 2.2. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain with M 6=M2. Put R = R/M.
Let {Vα}α∈Λ be the set of one-dimensional R-subspaces of M/M2. For each α ∈Λ,
let xα ∈M\M2 with Vα =Rxα.
(1) If x ∈M\M2, x is an atom of R.
(2) If x, y ∈M with x ∼ y, then Rx = Ry. So associate atoms of M\M2 deter-
mine the same one-dimensional subspace of M/M2.
(3) {xα}α∈Λ is a set of nonassociate atoms in M\M2.
(4) Suppose that there is an atom q ∈ M2. Let {uβ}β∈Γ be a complete set of
representatives of R. Then {xα+uβq}(α,β)∈Λ×Γ is a set of nonassociate atoms
in M\M2.
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(5) The following are equivalent:
(a) M2 is universal,
(b) {xα}α∈Λ is a complete set of nonassociate atoms in M\M2,
(c) {xα}α∈Λ is a complete set of nonassociate atoms of R,
(d) aM =M2 for each a ∈M\M2,
(e) M2 is weakly universal, and
(f) [M :M] is a quasilocal domain with principal maximal ideal M.
(6) R is an atomic domain with M2 universal if and only if [M :M] is a DVR
with maximal ideal M. In this case R is even a BFD.
(7) Suppose that R is local. Then M2 is universal if and only if R ′, the integral
closure of R, is a DVR with maximal ideal M.
Proof. (1) and (2) are clear and together prove (3). (We note that (3) is well
known with the finite case given in [8].) (4) Cohen and Kaplansky [8] proved
this forR a CKdomain. While their proof extends to this casemutatismutandis,
we give the simple proof for completeness. Certainly each xα+uβq ∈M\M2 is
an atom. Suppose that xα +uβq ∼ xα′ +uβ′q , so xα +uβq = u(xα′ +uβ′q) for
some unit u ∈ R . Then xα = u xα′ , so α = α′ and u = 1 in R . Now xα(1−u) =
(uuβ′−uβ)q , so xα 6∼ q gives uuβ′−uβ ∈M . Finally, u = 1 in R gives uβ′ = uβ; so
β′ =β.
(5) (a) =⇒ (b) Suppose that M2 is universal. Let x ∈ M\M2 be an atom.
So Rx = Vα = Rxα for some α ∈ Λ. Now M2 universal gives M2 ⊆ Rx ∩Rxα, so
Rx = Rx +M2 = Rxα+M2 = Rxα. Hence x ∼ xα. (b) =⇒ (c) Suppose there is
an atom q ∈ M2. Then by (4), for any α ∈ Λ, xα + q is an atom in M\M2 not
associated with any xβ, a contradiction. (c) =⇒ (a) Let x ∈M2. For any α ∈Λ,
xα+ x ∈ M\M2 and hence is an atom. So xα+ x ∼ xβ for some β, necessarily
with β = α since xα = xβ. So xα+ x = uxα for some unit u ∈ R . Then x = (u−
1)xα ∈Rxα. SoM2 ⊆
⋂
α∈ΛRxα =
⋂
{Ra | a is an atom of R}. (a) , (e) ⇐⇒ (d) Just
observe that for a ∈M\M2, Ra ⊇M2 ⇐⇒ aM =M2. (d) =⇒ (f) Let x ∈ [M :M]
be a nonunit, so xM (M . Let a ∈M\M2. Now xa ∈M\M2 =⇒ xaM =M2 =
aM =⇒ xM = M , a contradiction. Thus xa ∈ M2 = aM =⇒ x ∈ M . Hence
[M :M] is quasilocal with maximal idealM . Let a ∈M\M2; we showM = a[M :
M]. For b ∈ M , aM =M2 ⊇ bM so b/a ∈ [M : M]. Thus b ∈ a[M : M]. Hence
M ⊆ a[M :M] ⊆M . (f) =⇒ (a) SupposeM = a[M :M] where a ∈M . So atoms
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of R have the form ua where u ∈ [M : M] is a unit. Hence M2 = a2[M : M] =
a[M :M](ua)⊆Rua.
(6) ( ⇐= ) Suppose that [M : M] is a DVR with maximal ideal M . By (5),
M2 is universal. Since [M : M] is a DVR,
⋂∞
n=1M
n = 0. Hence R is a BFD and
hence is atomic. ( =⇒ ) This is [5, Corollary 5.2], but we offer a simple self-
contained proof. By (5), [M :M] is a quasilocal domain with principal maximal
ideal M . We first show that [M :M] is a valuation domain. Let x, y ∈M\{0} so
x = a1 · · ·an , y = b1 · · ·bm where ai ,b j are atoms. Now by (5) aiM =M2 = b jM .
Hence a1 · · ·anM =Mn+1 and b1 · · ·bmM =Mm+1. Suppose n ≤m. Then yM =
b1 · · ·bmM = Mm+1 ⊆ Mn+1 = a1 · · ·anM = xM . So y/x ∈ [M : M]. It follows
that [M :M] is a valuation domain. Now Mn+1 ⊆ Rx. So ⋂∞n=1Mn ⊆⋂{Rx | x ∈
M\{0}}= 0. Thus [M :M] is a DVR.
(7) Suppose thatR is local. ThenR ⊆ [M :M]⊆R ′. IfM2 is universal, [M :M]
is a DVR by (6) and hence [M : M] = R ′. Conversely, suppose that R ′ is a DVR
with maximal idealM . Then R ′M ⊆M so R ′ ⊆ [M :M]. Hence [M :M]= R ′ is a
DVR with maximal idealM . By (6),M2 is universal.
Corollary 2.3. Let (V ,M) be a quasilocal domain with principal maximal ideal
M. Let L be a subfield of V /M. Let R be the pullback of
R //❴❴❴

✤
✤
✤ V

L ⊆ V /M .
Then R is a quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M, M2 universal, and
V = [M :M].
Conversely, if R is a quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M 6= M2 and
M2 universal, then V = [M : M] has principal maximal ideal M and R is the
pullback of
V

R/M


// V /M .
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Corollary 2.4. Let (V ,M) be a quasilocal domain with principal maximal ideal
M. Let (D,P ) be a quasilocal subring of V with P =D ∩M. Let R =D +M. Then
R is a quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M and M2 is universal.
Note 2.5. (R ,M)withM2 universal does not imply that R is atomic. For example,
take (V ,M) to be a valuation domain with principal maximal ideal M and dim
V > 1. Let (D,P ) be a subring of V with P =M∩D (e.g., D =V ), then R =D+M is
quasilocal with maximal ideal M and M2 is universal, but R is not atomic since
V = [M :M] is not a DVR.
The next theorem investigates the number of nonassociate atoms inM\M2
for a quasilocal domain (R ,M). We need the following definitions.
Let R be an integral domain. We call R a finite atom (FA) domain if R has
only finitely many (possible none) nonassociate atoms. In the extreme case
where R has no atoms, following [9] we call R an antimatter domain. Thus
an atomic FA domain is just a CK domain. For (R ,M) quasilocal, R is a weak
finite atom (WFA) domain if there are only finitelymany nonassociate atoms in
M\M2. Thus ifM =M2, R is a WFA domain. Let (V ,M) be a valuation domain.
As eitherM =M2 andV is antimatter orM = (a) and a is the only atom ofV up
to associates, V is a FA domain.
Theorem 2.6. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain. Put R =R/M.
(1) R has no atoms in M\M2 if and only if M =M2.
(2) If there are only finitely many nonassociate atoms in M\M2, but at least
one, then M is finitely generated. Thus if R is a WFA domain, either M =
M2 or M is finitely generated.
(3) If M = (a) is principal, then a ∈M\M2 and a is the only atom of R up to
associates. Conversely, suppose that up to associates there is only one atom
a in M\M2. Then M = (a).
(4) The following are equivalent:
(a) R is a DVR,
(b) M is principal and R is atomic,
(c) R is atomic, dimR M/M
2 = 1, and there are only finitely many atoms
in M\M2 up to associates,
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(d) R is atomic and has exactly one atom up to associates, and
(e) R is atomic and has exactly one atom in M\M2 up to associates.
(5) If R is infinite, there are either no atoms in M\M2 (i.e., M =M2), exactly
one atom in M\M2 up to associates (i.e., M is principal), or there are in-
finitely many nonassociate atoms in M\M2. Thus if R is a WFA domain,
either M =M2 or M is principal.
(6) Suppose that R is finite. If dimRM/M
2 is infinite, there are infinitelymany
nonassociate atoms in M\M2. If dimR M/M
2 = 0, then M =M2 and there
are no atoms in M\M2. Suppose that 1 ≤ dimRM/M2 = k <∞ and m :=
(|R|k−1)/(|R|−1). Suppose there are n nonassociate atoms inM\M2. Then
n ≥m. If there is an atom inM2, then n ≥m|R| and hence there are at least
m|R|+1= (|R |k+1−1)/(|R|−1) nonassociate atoms in R. Suppose n <∞,
then M can be generated by ⌊log|R| n⌋+1 elements. Finally, the following
are equivalent:
(a) M2 is universal,
(b) n=m, and
(c) there are exactly m nonassociate atoms in M\M2.
(7) R cannot have exactly two nonassociate atoms in M\M2. If either R is
atomic or M 6= M2, R cannot have exactly two nonassociate atoms. If
M 6= M2 and R is not a DVR, there are at least three nonassociate atoms
in M\M2. If further there is an atom in M2, R has at least six nonassociate
atoms in M\M2 and hence R has at least seven nonassociate atoms. (In
the next section we will see that if a local CK domain has an atom in M2,
then there must be at least eight nonassociate atoms. In Section 4 we give
an example of a local CK domain with eight nonassociate atoms having
an atom in M2.)
Proof. (1) Clear since an element of M\M2 is an atom. (2) Now suppose that
a1, . . . ,an (n ≥ 1) is a complete set of nonassociate atoms in M\M2. Then M =
(a1)∪·· ·∪(an)∪M2 = (a1, . . . ,an)∪M2. Since n ≥ 1,M 6=M2, soM = (a1, . . . ,an).
(3) ( =⇒ ) Clear (⇐= ) By Theorem 2.2, dimRM/M2 = 1, so M = (a)+M2 for
some a ∈ M\M2. By (2), M is finitely generated, so M = (a) by Nakayama’s
Lemma. (4) (a) =⇒ (b) =⇒ (c) Clear. (c) =⇒ (d) By (2),M is finitely generated.
Then dimRM/M
2 = 1 gives M is principal and hence R has only one atom up
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to associates. (d) =⇒ (e) Suppose a is the only atom of R up to associates.
Then M = (a), so a ∉M2. (e) =⇒ (a) Let a be the atom in M\M2. As we have
seenM = (a). So a is the only atom of R up to associates. Hence every nonzero
nonunit of R has the form uan where u is a unit and n ≥ 1. Thus R is a DVR.
(5) Suppose that R is infinite. If dimRM/M
2 > 1, then M/M2 has infinitely
many one-dimensional subspaces and hence there are infinitely many nonas-
sociate atoms in M\M2 by Theorem 2.2 (3). If dimRM/M
2 = 1 and there are
only finitely many nonassociate atoms in M\M2, then M is principal since M
is finitely generated by (2). So up to associates there is one atom in M\M2. If
dimRM/M
2 = 0, M =M2 and there are no atoms inM\M2. The last statement
is now immediate.
(6) Suppose that R is finite. The statements concerning the cases when
dimRM/M
2 is infinite or 0 are clear. So suppose that 1≤ dimRM/M2 = k <∞.
Then M/M2 has m := (|R |k −1)/(|R |−1) one-dimensional R-subspaces. Thus
by Theorem 2.2 (3), there are at least m nonassociate atoms in M\M2. Sup-
pose there is an atom q in M2. Let x1, . . . ,xm be the m atoms correspond-
ing to the one-dimensional subspaces of M/M2 and u1, . . . ,u|R| be a complete
set of representatives of R . Then by Theorem 2.2 (4), the elements xi +u jq ,
i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , |R| are m|R| nonassociate atoms in M\M2. Thus there
are at least m|R| + 1 = (|R|k+1 − 1)/(|R | − 1) nonassociate atoms. Suppose n <
∞, then M is finitely generated. Now M can be generated by k elements and
(|R|k −1)/(|R|−1) ≤ n. Hence k ≤ ⌊log|R | n⌋+1. The statement concerning the
universality of M2 follows from Theorem 2.2 (5). (Most of (5) is given in [8] for
the casewhereR is a local CK domain. However, the hypothesis thatR is atomic
is not needed.)
(7) The fact that there cannot be exactly two nonassociate atoms in M\M2
follows from (5) and (6). Suppose that R has exactly two nonassociate atoms p
and q . First suppose thatR is atomic. Then p+qmust have an atomic factor not
an associate of p or q , a contradiction. Next assume thatM 6=M2. So there is an
atom in M\M2, say p ∈M\M2. If q ∈M\M2 we contradict the first statement
of (7). So q ∈M2. But then by Theorem 2.2 (4), p + q is a third atom. The last
statement follows from (6).
However, as the following example shows, it is quite possible to have in-
finitelymanynonassociate atoms inM\M2where (R ,M) is a quasilocal domain
with R =R/M finite and dimRM/M2 = 1.
Example 2.7. Let (V ,N ) be a quasilocal domain with nonzero idempotent max-
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imal ideal N (e.g., V is a valuation domain with nonprincipal maximal ideal).
Let R =V [[X ]]. So R is a quasilocal domain with maximal ideal M = (X ,N ) and
R = R/M =V /N. Here dimRM/M2 = 1, but M is not principal and there are in-
finitelymany nonassociate atoms inM\M2 (since for n,n′ ∈N ,n+X ∼ x′+X =⇒
n ∼ n′). By choosing V /N to be finite, we even have that R and M/M2 are finite.
We have given a lower bound, the cardinality of the set of one-dimensional
R-subspaces of M/M2, for the number of nonassociate atoms in M\M2. We
next give an upper bound, the cardinality of the set of one-dimensional R-
subspaces of Mn−1/Mn , for the number of nonassociate atoms in Mn−1\Mn
whereMn is universal.
Theorem 2.8. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain, R =R/M, and n ≥ 2. Let x, y ∈
Mn−1\Mn .
(1) If x ∼ y, then Rx =Ry.
(2) Suppose that y is an atom and Mn is universal. If Rx =Ry, then x ∼ y.
(3) Suppose that Mn is universal. Then two atoms x, y ∈Mn−1 are associates
if and only if Rx =Ry.
(4) Suppose that Mn is universal. Let α be the cardinality of the set of one-
dimensional R-subspaces of Mn−1/Mn . Then there are at most α nonas-
sociate atoms in Mn−1\Mn . Hence if R and l := dimR Mn−1/Mn are fi-
nite, there are at most (|R |l −1)/(|R|−1) nonassociate atoms in Mn−1\Mn .
For n ≥ 3, there are at most (|R |l − 1)/(|R | − 1)− 1 nonassociate atoms in
Mn−1\Mn .
(5) Suppose that Mn is universal. Let {xα}α∈Λ be a complete set of representa-
tives for the one-dimensional R-subspaces of Mn−1/Mn . Then each xα is
an atom if and only if n = 2 or Mn−1 =Mn .
Proof. (1) Clear. (2) Now Rx = Ry gives x− r y ∈Mn for some r ∈ R . Since Mn
is universal, y |x−r y , so y |x. Since x, y ∈Mn−1\Mn , x ∼ y . (3) This follows from
(1) and (2). (4) The first part follows from (3). Suppose that n ≥ 3. Then by
(5) not all of the one-dimensional R-subspaces ofMn−1/Mn can give rise to an
atom.
(5) If n = 2, then each xα ∈ M\M2 and hence is an atom. If Mn−1 = Mn ,
the result is obvious. Conversely, suppose that each xα is an atom. Then for
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y ∈Mn−1\Mn , Ry = Rxα for some α ∈Λ. Hence by (2), y ∼ xα and hence is an
atom. Thus each element y ∈ Mn−1\Mn is an atom. Suppose that n > 2. Let
x ∈M\M2. If xMn−2 6⊆Mn , we have xm ∈Mn−1\Mn for somem ∈M . But this
is a contradiction since xm is not an atom. Thus xMn−2 ⊆Mn for each x ∈M
and henceMn−1 =MMn−2 ⊆Mn . SoMn−1 =Mn .
Cohen and Kaplansky [8] showed that if (R ,M) is a local CK domain with
precisely n nonassociate atoms, thenMn−1 is universal. We generalize this re-
sult in Theorem 2.11 (which does not require R to be atomic). Our proof of
Theorem 2.11 is modeled after their proof. But we first show that for (R ,M) a
quasilocal (W)FA domainwithM 6=M2, some power ofM is (weakly) universal.
We also generalize thewell known result that ifP is a principal prime ideal, then
Q =⋂∞n=1Pn is prime and there are no prime ideals properly between P andQ.
Theorem 2.9. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain and let P =⋂∞n=1Mn .
(1) Suppose that M 6= M2. Then R is a (W)FA domain if and only if either
(a) M is principal, or (b) R/M is finite, M is finitely generated, and some
power of M is (weakly) universal.
(2) If R is a WFA domain with M 6=M2, then there can be no atoms in P and
each nonzero nonunit of R has an atom as a factor. For a ∈M\M2, (a) is
M-primary. Thus if R is Noetherian, dim R = 1.
(3) Let R be an FA domain. Then R/P is a field or CK domain and hence P is
prime and there are no prime ideals properly between P andM. If M 6=M2
and either dimR = 1 or R is completely integrally closed, R is a CK domain.
Proof. (1) (⇐= ) If M is principal, then R is a FA domain and M is universal.
So suppose that R/M is finite, M is finitely generated, and M l is (weakly) uni-
versal. Since R/M is finite and M is finitely generated, R/M l is finite. Thus
there are only finitely many principal ideals (a) ⊇M l . Hence R is a (W)FA do-
main. ( =⇒ ) Since M 6=M2, there is at least one atom in M\M2. By Theorem
2.6 (2), M is finitely generated. If R/M is infinite, Theorem 2.6 (5) gives that
M is principal. So suppose that M is not principal. Then R/M is finite. Let
a1, . . . ,an be a complete set of nonassociate atoms (in M\M
2). For the WFA
case,M = (a1)∪·· ·∪(an)∪M2 is an irredundant union. So byMcCoy’s Theorem
[14], there exists an l with M l ⊆ (a1)∩ ·· · ∩ (an)∩M2 ⊆ (a1)∩ ·· · ∩ (an). So M l
is weakly universal. Now consider the FA case. Since R is a WFA domain with
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M 6= M2, for a ∈ M\M2, some M l ⊆ (a). So without loss of generality we can
assume that
⋂∞
n=1M
n ⊂ (a1). Now each element ofM i \M i+1 for i ≥ 1 is a finite
product of atoms. HenceM = (a1)∪·· ·∪ (an) and this union is irredundant. So
again by McCoy’s Theorem, someMk ⊆ (a1)∩·· ·∩ (an). SoMk is universal.
(2) The first statement follows since some M l is weakly universal so each
nonzero element of P has an atom as a proper factor and since each element of
Mn\Mn+1 is a finite product of atoms. Let a ∈M\M2. We noted in the proof of
(1) that someM l ⊆ (a). Thus (a) isM-primary. If R is Noetherian, the Principal
Ideal Theorem gives that dim R = 1.
(3)We can assume thatM 6=M2. SinceM is finitely generated, the powers of
M properly descend. Thus R =R/P is not Artinian. Let x1, . . . ,xn be a complete
set of nonassociate atoms of R . Then every nonzero nonunit of R is a unit of
R times a power-product of the xi ’s. By [1, Theorem 1] R is either a finite ring,
SPIR, or CK domain. Since in the first two cases R is Artinian,wemust have that
R is a CK domain. Thus P is prime and there are no prime ideals properly be-
tweenP andM . Suppose thatM 6=M2. If dimR = 1,P = 0 andR is a CKdomain.
Suppose that R is completely integrally closed. Then for a ∈M , ⋂∞n=1(an) = 0.
Let a ∈M\M2, so someM l ⊆ (a). Then P =⋂∞n=1Mn ⊆⋂∞n=1(an)= 0. Thus R is
a CK domain (even a DVR).
Remark 2.10. Of course it is quite possible for a (W)FA domain (R ,M) to have⋂∞
n=1M
n 6= 0. Let (V ,M) be a valuation domain, so either M =M2 or M is princi-
pal, and
⋂∞
n=1M
n = 0 ⇐⇒ V is a DVR.We remark that we know of no quasilocal
atomic domain (R ,M)with M =M2.
Theorem 2.11. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain.
(1) Suppose that there are exactly n, 0≤ n <∞ nonassociate atoms in M\M2.
Then Mn is weakly universal.
(2) Suppose that M 6=M2 and that there are exactly 2 ≤ n <∞ nonassociate
atoms in R. Then Mn−1 is universal.
Proof. Note that (1) is trivial for n = 0. For n = 1, M is principal by Theorem
2.6 and (1) also holds. So we can assume in both cases that 2 ≤ n < ∞. Let
a1, . . . ,an (n ≥ 2) be a complete set of nonassociate atoms (in M\M2). By the
proof of Theorem 2.6 (2), M = (a1, . . . ,an); so Mk =
(∏k
j=1 ai j
)
. Suppose that
Mn−1 (Mn) is not (weakly) universal. Without loss of generality we can assume
that a1 ∤
∏n−1
j=1 ai j
(
a1 ∤
∏n
j=1 ai j
)
. Put xk :=
∏n−1
j=k ai j
(∏n
j=k ai j
)
for k = 1, . . . ,n−1.
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So a1 ∤ xk . Set yk = a1+ xk . So a1 ∤ yk and ain−1 ∤ yk In case (1) each yk ∈M\M2
andhence is an atom. In case (2) each yk is divisible by an atomas noted in The-
orem 2.9. Thus in either case (1) or (2) each of the n−1 elements y1, . . . , yn−1 is
divisible by one of the n−2 atoms a2, . . . ,ain−2 . So by the Pigeonhole Principle,
we have i , j , 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n−1 and l , 2 ≤ l ≤ in−2 with al |yi , y j . So al |y j − yi =
x j (1− xi/x j ). Now 1− xi/x j is a unit, so al |x j . Hence al |y j − x j = a1, a contra-
diction.
Three remarks concerning Theorem 2.11 (2) are in order. First n−1 may be
the best possible. For example R = GF(2)+GF(22)[[X ]]X (Example 4.4) (resp.,
R =GF(2)+GF(2)[[X ]]X 2 (Example 4.7)) has 3 (resp., 4) nonassociate atomsand
M2 (resp., M3) is universal while M (resp., M2) is not. Second, a CK domain
(R ,M) withM2 universal can have an arbitrarily large number of nonassociate
atoms. So certainly n − 1 need not be the least power of M that is universal.
Third, the least power of M that is universal can be arbitrarily large. For each
n ≥ 2, Example 4.1 gives a local CK domain (Rn ,Mn) with M2nn universal, but
M2n−1n not universal.
3. Local CK Domains
In this section we sharpen and offer alternative proofs for some of the re-
sults in [8] concerning the number of atoms in a local CK domain. For the
reader’s convenience, we recall some characterizations of local CK domains.
Theorem 3.1. Let (R ,M) be a quasilocal domain and R =R/M. Then the follow-
ing conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is a CK domain.
(2) Either R is infinite and R is a DVR or R is finite and R is a one-dimensional
analytically irreducible local domain.
(3) Either R is infinite and R is a DVR or R is finite, R ′ is a DVR and a finitely
generated R-module where R ′ is the integral closure of R.
(4) Either R is infinite and R is a DVR or R is atomic (e.g., R is Noetherian), R
is finite, M is finitely generated (e.g., R is Noetherian), and some power of
M is universal.
(5) R is a one-dimensional local domain that is an FFD and has finite elastic-
ity ρ(R).
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(6) R has group of divisibility G(R)∼=Z⊕F where F is finite.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) - (3)maybe found in [5, Theorem4.3]. (1) ⇐⇒ (4)
This follows from Theorem 2.9 (1). (1) ⇐⇒ (6) [5, Corollary 3.6] (2) ⇐⇒ (5) Let
(R ,M) be a one-dimensional local domain. Then R is an FFD ⇐⇒ R is a DVR
or R is finite [6, Corollary 6], and ρ(R)<∞ ⇐⇒ R is analytically irreducible [2,
Theorem 2.12].
Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain. Since R is analytically irreducible, themap
θ : L(R)→ L(Rˆ) given by θ(I )= Rˆ I where L(R) (resp., L(Rˆ)) is the lattice of ideals
of R (resp., Rˆ) and Rˆ is the M-adic completion of R , is a multiplicative lattice
isomorphism. So R is a CK domain if and only if Rˆ is a CK domain and both the
ideal structure and the factorization structure (up to units) of R and Rˆ are iden-
tical. Thus in the local case, very little is lost by assuming that R is complete.
The following result [5, Theorem 4.5] characterizes complete local CK domains.
Theorem 3.2. (1) Let F0 ⊆ F be finite fields and let n ≥ 1. Suppose that R is an
integral domain with F0+F [[X ]]X n ⊆R ⊆ F [[X ]]. Then R is a complete local CK
domain with residue field between F0 and F .
Conversely, suppose that (R ,M) is a complete local CK domain with R/M
finite and char R = charR/M. Let F0 (resp., F ) be a coefficient field for R (resp.,
R ′, the integral closure of R). Then there exists an n ≥ 1with F0+F [[X ]]X n ⊆R ⊆
F [[X ]].
(2) Let p > 0 be prime and Zp the p-adic integers andQp the field of rational
p-adics, and let L be a finite field extension of Qp . Let (Zp , (pi)) be the integral
closure ofZp in L. SoZp is a complete DVR. Suppose that R is an integral domain
with Zp+pinZp ⊆R ⊆Zp for some n. Then (R ,M) is a complete local CK domain
with char R = 0 and char R/M = p > 0.
Conversely, suppose that (R ,M) is a complete local CK domainwith char R =
0 and R/M finite with char R/M = p > 0. Let L be the quotient field of R and
Zp the integral closure of Zp in L. Then Zp = R and there exists an n ≥ 1 so that
Zp +pinZp ⊆R ⊆Zp .
Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR. Let R ′ be the integral
closure of R , so R ′ is a DVR. Since M has grade one, R ( M−1, so R ( M−1 ⊆
[M : M] ⊆ R ′. Since R ′ is local, [M : M] is as well. Now [M : M] local and R (
[M :M] gives thatU (R)(U ([M :M]). So V :=U ([M :M])/U (R) is a nontrivial
subgroup of U (R ′)/U (R) and U (R ′)/U (R) is finite. (The fact that U (R ′)/U (R)
(and hence V ) is finite follows from [11, Theorem 3.9]. However, the fact that
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V is finite also follows from the correspondence below.) Fix x ∈ M\{0}. Then
the set {Rσx | σ ∈ U ([M : M])} of principal ideals corresponds to the set V x
via Rσx ↔ σxU (R). But {Rσx|σ ∈U ([M : M])} corresponds to a complete set
of nonassociate elements of the form σx where σ ∈U ([M : M]). Cohen and
Kaplansky showed that |V | ≥ |R |where R =R/M . (See the paragraph preceding
[8, Theorem 11].) We sharpen this result and give an alternative proof.
Theorem 3.3. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR. Let R = R/M.
Then |V | ≥ |R|. If M is the maximal ideal of [M :M], then |V | ≥ |R|+1.
Proof. First, suppose M 6= M , the maximal ideal of [M : M]. Let m ∈ M \M .
Let u0 = 0,u1 = 1, . . . ,uN−1,N = |R|, be a complete set of representatives of R .
So u1, · · · ,uN−1 are units of R . Thus 1,u1+m, · · · ,uN−1+m are units of [M :M]
with (ui+m)U (R) 6= 1U (R). Suppose that ui+m =λ(u j +m) for some λ ∈U (R).
Then ui −λu j = (λ− 1)m ∈ R ∩M = M . So m ∉ M gives λ− 1 ∈ M ; thus λ =
1 in R . But then 0 ≡ ui −λu j ≡ ui −u j mod M , so i = j . Thus 1U (R), (u1+
m)U (R), . . . , (uN−1+m)U (R) are N distinct elements of V .
Now suppose that M is the maximal ideal of [M : M]. Now [M : M]/M is
an R-vector space of dimension greater than one, so it has at least N +1 one-
dimensional R-subspaces. Suppose that Rv1, · · · ,Rvl , l ≥ N + 1, are the one-
dimensional R-subspaces of [M : M]/M where vi ∈ [M : M]. Since M is the
maximal ideal of [M :M], vi ∉M ; so vi ∈U ([M :M]). Also, if vi = λv j for some
λU (R), then Rvi =Rv j , and hence i = j . So |V | ≥ l ≥N +1.
Theorem 3.4. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR. Let x ∈M\{0}
and σ ∈U ([M :M]).
(1) x is an atom if and only if σx is an atom.
(2) x ∈Mn if and only if σx ∈Mn .
(3) x is an atom inMn−1\Mn (n ≥ 2) if and only ifσx is an atom inMn−1\Mn .
Thus the number of nonassociate atoms of R and the number of nonasso-
ciate atoms in M\M2 (in Mn−1\Mn for n ≥ 3) is a nonzero multiple of |V |
(is a multiple of |V |, possibly 0).
(4) The following are equivalent.
(a) M2 is universal.
(b) The atoms of R are given by a single coset of V .
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(c) The atoms of M\M2 are given by a single coset of V .
Proof. (1) Suppose that x is an atom. If σx = ab where a,b ∈ M , then x =
(σ−1a)b, a contradiction. So σx is an atom. Hence if σx is an atom, so is
x = σ−1(σx). (2) Suppose x ∈ Mn so x = ∑ni=1mi1 · · ·min for some mi j ∈ M .
Then σx =∑n
i=1(σmi1)mi2 · · ·min ∈Mn . Thus if σx ∈Mn , x =σ−1(σx) ∈Mn .
(3) This follows from (1) and (2) and the remarks concerning V given in the
paragraph preceding Theorem 3.3.
(4) (a) =⇒ (b) Suppose that M2 is universal. By Theorem 2.2 (5), R ′ = [M :
M] is a DVR with maximal ideal M = pi[M : M] for any pi ∈ M\M2. Thus the
atoms of R have the formσpiwhereσ ∈U ([M :M]). So the single cosetV pi gives
the atoms of R . (b) =⇒ (c) Clear. (c) =⇒ (a) We have that for any x ∈M\M2,
the elements of M\M2 have the form σx where σ ∈U ([M : M]). So for a,b ∈
M\M2, a = u1x and b = u2x for some u1,u2 ∈U ([M :M]). So ab = (u1x)(u2x)=
(u1u2x)x ∈MRx. Thus M2 ⊆MRx +M3. By Nakayama’s Lemma M2 =MRx.
By Theorem 2.2 (5),M2 is universal.
Parts of Theorem 3.4 were proved by Cohen and Kaplansky [8]. They noted
(1), 4(a) ⇐⇒ 4(b), and that the number of nonassociate atoms is a multiple of
|V |.
Corollary 3.5. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR.
(1) [8, Corollary, page 475] Suppose that the number of nonassociate atoms of
R is prime, then M2 is universal.
(2) Suppose that the number of nonassociate atoms in M\M2 is prime, then
M2 is universal.
(3) Suppose that R has exactly 2p nonassociate atoms where p is prime and
|R| 6= 2where R =R/M. Then R has no atoms in M2.
Proof. (1) and (2) follow immediately from Theorem 3.4 (4).
(3) Here |V | ≥ |R| ≥ 3 by Theorem 3.3 and |V | | 2p, so |V | = p or 2p. If
|V | = 2p, every atom is in M\M2 (in fact, M2 is universal). So suppose that
|V | = p. So there are either 2p nonassociate atoms in M\M2 or p nonassoci-
ate atoms in M\M2 and p nonassociate atoms in M2. In the first case every
atom is in M\M2. The second case cannot occur since by (2) if the number of
nonassociate atoms inM\M2 is prime,M2 is universal and hence all atoms lie
inM\M2.
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Corollary 3.6. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain that is not a DVR and let R =
R/M. Suppose that there are less than 2|R| nonassociate atoms in M\M2. Then
R has exactly |R |+1 nonassociate atoms and M2 is universal.
Proof. If M2 is not universal, then there are at least two cosets of V containing
atoms inM\M2, so there are at least 2|V | ≥ 2|R| nonassociate atoms inM\M2.
ThusM2 must be universal. Hence R has 1+|R|+· · ·+|R|k−1 = (|R |k−1)/(|R|−1)
nonassociate atomswhere k = dimR M/M2. But 1+|R |+|R |2 ≥ 2|R|, so wemust
have k = 2 in which case R has |R|+1 nonassociate atoms.
Let R = GF (2)[[X 2,X 3]] = GF (2)+GF (2)[[X ]]X 2, so R = GF (2) and hence
|R| = 2whereR =R/M ,M themaximal ideal ofR . By Example 4.3, R has exactly
4= 2|R| nonassociate atoms, butM2 is not universal.
We can now improve on Theorem 2.6 (6) which stated that if (R ,M) is a local
CK domain with an atom in M2, then the number of nonassociate atoms of R
is at least |R|(|R |k − 1)/(|R| − 1)+ 1 = (|R|k+1 − 1)/(|R| − 1) where R = R/M and
k = dim|R|M/M2.
Corollary 3.7. Let (R ,M) be a local CK domain with an atom in M2. Let R =
R/M and k = dimRM/M2. Then the number of nonassociate atoms of R is at
least |R|(|R |k−1)/(|R |−1)+|R| = (|R|k+1−1)/(|R|−1)+|R|−1. If further M is the
maximal ideal of [M :M], there are at least (|R |k+1−1)/(|R|−1)+|R|nonassociate
atoms.
4. Examples
This section consists of examples. We begin by stating the following exam-
ple from [5] showing for each n ≥ 2 the existence of a local CK domain (R ,M)
with an atom inMn\Mn+1, thus answering a question raised by Cohen and Ka-
plansky [8]. While not noted in [5], we show here that M2n is universal while
M2n−1 is not. Thus in a local CK domain (R ,M), the least power of M that is
universal can be arbitrarily large.
Example 4.1. ([5, Example 7.3]) Let K be a finite field and let n ≥ 2. Then there is
a complete local CK domain (R ,M) with R/M ∼= K and an atom f ∈Mn\Mn+1.
Moreover, no element of Mn+1 is an atom. HereM2n is universal but M2n−1 is not
universal. Let fn ∈K [Y ] be irreducible of degree n. Let F be a field extension of K
with [F :K ]= n+1 and let 1, y, . . . , yn−1 be a K -basis for F . For i , 1≤ i ≤ n−1, put
Vi =K ·1+K · y +·· ·+K · y i and R =K +V1X +·· ·+Vn−1X n−1+F [[X ]]X n . So R
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is a local CK domain with maximal ideal M =V1X +·· ·+Vn−1X n−1+F [[X ]]X n .
For i ≥ n, M i = F [[X ]]X i . Let f = fn(y)X n . Then f ∈ Mn\Mn+1 is an atom.
Let g ∈ R with ord(g )= j . Then Rg ⊇Mng = F [[X ]]X ng = F [[X ]]X n+ j =Mn+ j .
This shows that there is no atom in Mn+1 = F [[X ]]X n+1 (take g = X ) and hence
that M2n = F [[X ]]X 2n is universal. However, M2n−1 6⊆ R f , so M2n−1 is not uni-
versal. For suppose M2n−1 ⊆ R f , then F [[X ]]X 2n−1 = M2n−1 = Mn−1 f . Let
g ∈ Mn−1 f with ord(g ) = 2n − 1. Then the leading coefficient of g is in the
(n−1)-dimensional K -subspace Vn−1 f = {v fn | v ∈Vn−1}( F , contradicting our
assumption that Mn−1 f = F [[X ]]X 2n−1 .
For the casen = 2, the ringR has the formR =K+WX+F [[X ]]X 2 whereK (
F is a field extension andW is a K -subspace of F . As we will see this example
has exactly 8 nonassociate atoms with 2 atoms in M2 where M is the maximal
ideal of R .
Thus we begin (Example 4.2) with a careful study of quasilocal domains of
the form R = K +WX + F [[X ]]X 2 where K ⊆ F is an arbitrary field extension
andW is a K -subspace of F (possibly 0). Such a domain is a BFD and is a CK
domain if and only if K =W = F or F is finite. We completely determine the
atoms of R and the atoms of R lying inM2, if any. We determine the cardinality
of the set of nonassociate atoms of R that lie in M\M2 and the cardinality of
the set of nonassociate atoms of R that lie in M2. For R a CK domain, these
numbers are given in Example 4.3. We then give our example (Example 4.5) of
a local CK domain with 8 atoms, 2 of which are inM2. As previously remarked,
this contradicts a statement of Cohen and Kaplansky.
We end this section by giving a construction of a family of local CK domains
with precisely 3 nonassociate atoms.
Example 4.2. Let K ⊆ F be a field extension and let W be a K -subspace of F ,
possibly 0. Let R = K +WX +F [[X ]]X 2. So R is a quasilocal domain with max-
imal ideal M =WX +F [[X ]]X 2. For n ≥ 1, W n := {w1 · · ·wn|wi ∈W } and KW n
denotes the K -subspace of F spanned by W n . Now
⋂∞
n=1M
n = 0, so R is a BFD.
We have R is Noetherian if and only if [F : K ]<∞, and R is a CK domain if and
only if R is a DVR (that is, F =W = K ) or F is finite. Furthermore, R has residue
field R = R/M = K . The quotient field of R is F [[X ]][X−1], its complete integral
closure is Rc = F [[X ]], and its integral closure is R ′ = L+F [[X ]] where L is the
algebraic closure of K in F .
We have that [M : M] = [W :F W ]+F [[X ]]X where K ⊆ [W :F W ] ⊆ F and
[W :F W ] = {x ∈ F | xW ⊆ W } is an integral domain. Additionally, U (R) =
{
∑∞
n=0 anX
n ∈R | a0 6= 0} and
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U ([M :M])= {
∞∑
n=0
anX
n ∈ [M :M] | a0 ∈U ([W :F W ]}
= {
∞∑
n=0
anX
n ∈ F [[X ]] | a0 ∈U ([W :F W ])}.
We have the s.e.s.
0→U (Rc)/U (R)→G(R)→G(Rc)→ 0
which splits since G(Rc) ∼= Z, so G(R) ∼= Z⊕U (Rc )/U (R). Now U (Rc)/U (R) ∼=
F∗/K ∗⊕F/W , for the map
∞∑
n=0
anX
n → (a0K ∗,a−10 a1+W ),
∑∞
n=0 anX
n ∈ F [[X ]], a0 6= 0, is a homomorphism with kernel U (R). With this
identification V :=U ([M :M])/U (R)∼=U ([W :F W ])/K ∗⊕F/W .
Let f = anX n +an+1X n+1+·· · ∈R where n ≥ 0 and an 6= 0. Then f ∼ anX n +
an+1X n+1. Suppose that aX n+bX n+1 ∼ cX n+dxn+1 in R, a,c, 6= 0. Then ac−1 ∈
K ∗, so after multiplying cX n + dX n+1 by ac−1, it suffices to determine when
aX n+bX n+1 ∼ aX n+dX n+1. But this holds if and only if (aX n+bX n+1)(aX n+
dX n+1)−1 ∈U (R) ⇐⇒ b
a
− d
a
∈W ⇐⇒ b + aW = d + aW . Here aW is a K -
subspace of F .
Let {aα}α∈Λ be a complete set of representatives of F∗/K ∗. Equivalently, we
have that {aα}α∈Λ is a complete set of representatives of the one-dimensional K -
subspaces of F (aαK
∗↔Kaα). Let {bβ}β∈Γ be a complete set of representatives of
F/W . For a ∈ F∗, {abβ}β∈Γ is a complete set of representatives of F/aW . We have
|Λ| = |F∗/K ∗| and |Γ| = |F/W | = |F/aW |. For W 6= 0, we let {aα}α∈Ω ⊆ {aα}α∈Λ
be a complete set of representatives of the one-dimensional K -subspaces ofW , or
equivalently, of the cosets {wK ∗ |w ∈W \{0}}.
Suppose n ≥ 2. Now aαX n +bX n+1 ∼ aβX n +dX n+1 =⇒ α=β and aαX n +
bX n+1 ∼ aαX n +dX n+1 ⇐⇒ b+ aαW = d + aαW . Thus we have that the set
{aαX
n + aαbβX n+1}(α,β)∈Λ×Γ is a complete set of representatives for the equiv-
alence classes of associate elements of the form aX n + bX n+1, 0 6= a ∈ F . Next
suppose that n = 1 and W 6= 0. Then {aαX + aαbβX 2}(α,β)∈Ω×Γ is a complete set
of representatives for the equivalence classes of associate elements of the form
aX +bX 2 where 0 6= a ∈W .
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We next determine the atoms of R. Let f = anX n +an+1X n+1+·· · ∈ R where
an 6= 0, so ord( f ) = n. Now f is a unit ⇐⇒ ord( f ) = 0. If n = ord( f ) = 1, f is
an atom. If ord( f ) ≥ 4, f is never an atom. Suppose W 6= 0. Let 0 6= w ∈W . Let
ord( f )= 3. Then f =wX (w−1a3X 2+w−1a4X 3+·· ·) and hence f is not an atom.
ForW = 0 and ord( f )= 3, f is always an atom. We next determine when f is an
atom for ord( f )= 2. Now f = a2X 2+a3X 3+·· · is an atom ⇐⇒ a2X 2+a3X 3 is
an atom. Since f is not an atom ⇐⇒ a ∈W 2, we have that a2X 2+ a3X 3 is an
atom ⇐⇒ a2 ∈ F\W 2.
CaseW = 0. So R =K +F [[X ]]X 2, Mn = F [[X ]]X 2n , [M :M]= F [[X ]], G(R)∼=
Z⊕ F∗/K ∗ ⊕ F and V ∼= F∗/K ∗ ⊕ F , under this identification. Also, {aαX 2 +
aαbX
3|α ∈Λ,b ∈ F } or {aαX 2+bX 3 | α ∈Λ,b ∈ F } is a complete set of nonasso-
ciate atoms of R of order 2. Hence this set of nonassociate atoms has cardinality
|F∗/K ∗||F |. Likewise {aαX 3+aαbX 4 | a ∈Λ,b ∈ F } or {aαX 3+bX 4 |α ∈Λ,b ∈ F }
is a complete set of nonassociate atoms of order 3 and has cardinality |F∗/K ∗||F |.
So the set of nonassociate atoms of R has cardinality 2|F∗/K ∗||F |. There are no
atoms in M2. Here M2 is not universal, but M3 is universal.
CaseW 6= 0.
a) W = F , so R = K +F [[X ]]X . Here M2 is universal and {aαX }α∈Λ is a com-
plete set of nonassociate atoms of R. All atoms are in M\M2. The cardi-
nality of the set of atoms is |F∗/K ∗|. We can identify V with F∗/K ∗ where
G(R)∼=Z⊕F∗/K ∗.
b) W 6= F , so 0 (W ( F . Here atoms have order 1 or order 2, so there are
no atoms in M3. We see that {aαX + aαbβX 2}(α,β)∈Ω×Γ is a complete set
of nonassociate atoms of order 1, of course, all lying in M\M2. So this
gives |Ω||F/W | nonassociate atoms. Now aX 2 + bX 3 is an atom ⇐⇒
a ∉ W 2. Thus {aαX 2 + aαbβX 3 | aα ∈ F∗\W 2,β ∈ Γ} is a complete set
of nonassociate atoms of order 2. The cardinality of this set is |{aα | α ∈
Λ,aα ∈ F∗\W 2}||F/W |. Note that |{aα | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈ F∗\W 2}| = |{aK ∗ | a ∈
F∗\W 2}| = |{Ka | a ∈ F∗\W 2}|. So the cardinality of the set of nonassoci-
ate atoms of R is |Ω||F/W | + |{aα | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈ F∗\W 2}||F/W |. Note that
the atom (of order 2) aαX
2+aαbβX 3 is in M2 = KW 2X 2+F [[X ]]X 3 ⇐⇒
aα ∈ KW 2\W 2. Thus there is an atom in M2 ⇐⇒ W 2 ( KW 2. The
set {aαX
2 + aαbβX 3 | aα ∈ KW 2\W 2,β ∈ Γ} is a complete set of nonas-
sociate atoms of R in M2. The cardinality of this set is |{aα | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈
KW 2\W 2}||F/W |.
Here M2 is never universal, but M4 is always universal. Let f be an atom
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of R. If ord( f )= 1, R f ⊇M3 = KW 3+F [[X ]]X 4. So suppose ord( f )= 2, so
f ∼ aX 2+bX 3 where a ∈ F∗\W 2 and b ∈ F . Now R f ⊇M3 =⇒ F =Wa.
Conversely, if a ∈ F∗\W 2 with F = aW , then R(aX 2+bX 3) ⊇M3 for any
b ∈ F . Thus M3 is universal if and only if F = aW for each a ∈ F∗\W 2.
However F = aW ⇐⇒ F = a−1F =W . But we are assuming that W 6= F .
Thus M3 is universal if and only if F =W 2.
We summarize the results for Example 4.2 for the case where R is a CK do-
main.
Example 4.3. Let R = K +WX + F [[X ]]X 2 where K ⊆ F is an extension of fi-
nite fields and W is a K -subspace of F . Let M be the maximal ideal of R. We
have Rc = R ′ = F [[X ]] and [M : M] = [W :F W ]+ F [[X ]]X . Here [W :F W ] is
an intermediate field of K ⊆ F . Let {aα}α∈Λ be a complete set of representa-
tives of F∗/K ∗ (or equivalently, of the one-dimensional K -subspaces of F ). Let
Ω = {α ∈ Λ | aα ∈W }. So |Λ| = (|F | − 1)/(|K | − 1) and |Ω| = (|W | − 1)/(|K | − 1).
Let {bβ}β∈Γ be a complete set of representatives of F/W , so |Γ| = |F |/|W |. Here
G(R)∼=Z⊕F∗/K ∗⊕F/W and we can identify V with [W :F W ]∗/K ∗⊕F/W . So
|V | = ((|[W :F W ]|−1)/(|K |−1))(|F |/|W |).
(1) R is a DVR ⇐⇒ K =W = F . (Here we don’t need that F is finite.)
(2) M2 is universal ⇐⇒ W = F . In this case {aαX }α∈Λ is a complete set of
nonassociate elements of R. So the number of nonassociate atoms is (|F |−
1)/(|K |−1). There is one V -class of nonassociate atoms.
(3) Suppose W = 0, so R = K + F [[X ]]X 2. Then {aαX 2+ bX 3 | α ∈ Λ,b ∈ F }
(resp., {aαX
3+bX 4 |α ∈Λ,b ∈ F }) is a complete set of nonassociate atoms
of R of order 2 (resp., order 3). So the number of nonassociate atoms of R
is 2((|F |−1)/(|K |−1))|F |. We have M3 is universal, but M2 is not. There
are no atoms in M2. Here [M :M] = F [[X ]] and V ∼= F∗/K ∗⊕F . So |V | =
((|F |−1)/(|K |−1))|F | and there are two V -classes of nonassociate atoms.
(4) Suppose that 0 (W ( F . Then {aαX + aαbβX 2 | α ∈ Ω,β ∈ Γ} is a com-
plete set of nonassociate atoms of R of order 1. Their cardinality is (|W |−
1)/(|K | − 1)(|F |/|W |). And {aαX 2 + aαbβX 3 | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈ F∗\W 2,β ∈ Γ}
is a complete set of nonassociate atoms of R of order 2. Their number is
m(|F |/|W |) where m = |{aα | α ∈Λ,aα ∈ F∗\W 2}| = |{aK ∗ | a ∈ F∗\W 2}| =
|{Ka | a ∈ F∗\W 2}|. So R has ((|W | − 1)/(|K | − 1)+m)(|F |/|W |) nonasso-
ciate atoms. There is an atom in M2 (and hence in M2\M3) if and only if
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W 2 ( KW 2. In this case {aαX
2 + aαbβX 3 | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈ KW 2\W 2,β ∈ Γ}
is a complete set of nonassociate atoms in M2. The cardinality of this
set is m′(|F |/|W |) where m′ = |{aα | α ∈ Λ,aα ∈ KW 2\W 2}| = |{aK ∗ | a ∈
KW 2\W 2}| = |{Ka | a ∈KW 2\W 2}|. We have M3 is universal if and only if
F =W 2. Otherwise M4 is universal. Here K ⊆ [W :F W ]⊆ F is an interme-
diate field and |V | = (|[W :F W ]|−1)/(|K |−1)(|F |/|W |).
We specialize further to the casewhereW is an intermediatefield L,K ⊆ L ⊆
F , with F still finite.
Example 4.4. Let L be an intermediate field of the field extension K ⊆ F where F
is finite and let R = K +LX +F [[X ]]X 2. So M = LX +F [[X ]]X 2 is the maximal
ideal of R and [M :M]= L+F [[X ]]X . Here M4 is universal, but M3 is universal
⇐⇒ M2 is universal ⇐⇒ L = F . There are no atoms in M2. We see that R has
((|F |−1)/(|K |−1))|F |/|L| nonassociate atoms, |V | = (|L|−1)/(|K |−1), so there are
((|F |−1)/(|L|−1))|F |/|L| V -classes of nonassociate atoms.
We now give our example of a local CK domain (R ,M) with 8 atoms having
an atom inM2.
Example 4.5. Let {1, y, y2} be a GF(2)-basis for GF(23) where y is a zero of the
irreducible polynomial Y 3+Y +1 ∈GF (2)[Y ]. Let W be the subspace of GF(23)
spanned by 1 and y and R =GF (2)+WX +GF (23)[[X ]]X 2. (This is [5, Example
7.3] for the case n = 2.) Here W 2 = {0,1, y,1+ y, y2,1+ y2, y + y2}, so GF (2)W 2 =
GF (23). Now {1, y,1+y, y2,1+y2, y+y2,1+y+y2} is a complete set of representa-
tives of the one-dimensionalGF (2)-subspaces ofGF (23) and those lying inW are
{1, y,1+ y}. We take 0,1+ y+ y2 as a complete set of representatives of GF (23)/W .
So the order 1 atoms are X ,X + (1+ y + y2)X 2, yX , yX + y(1+ y + y2)X 2 = yX +
(1+ y2)X 2, (1+ y)X , and (1+ y)X + (1+ y)(1+ y + y2)X 2 = (1+ y)X + yX 2. These
6 atoms are in M\M2. Now GF (2)W 2\W 2 = F\W 2 = {1+ y + y2}. So the two
remaining atoms of R are (1+ y + y2)X 2 and (1+ y + y2)X 2+ (1+ y + y2)2X 3 =
(1+ y + y2)X 2 + (1+ y)X 3, both of which lie in M2\M3. Here [W :GF (2) W ] =
GF (2) since 1 ∈W , so [M : M] = GF (2)+GF (23)[[X ]]X . So we can take 1 and
1+ (1+ y + y2)X as representations of V =U ([M :M])/U (R). Here the V classes
are {X ,X (1+ (1+ y + y2)X )}, {yX , yX (1+ (1+ y + y2)X )}, {(1+ y)X , (1+ y)X (1+
(1+ y+ y2)X )}, and {(1+ y+ y2)X , (1+ y+ y2)X (1+ (1+ y+ y2)X )}. Finally, since
GF (23) 6=W 2, M3 is not universal, but M4 is universal.
More generallywe have the following examplewhose proof is similar to that
of Example 4.5. It is interesting to note that except for the case of p = 2 or 3, and
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n = 1, the local CK domain (R ,M) in this example hasmore nonassociate atoms
inM2 than inM\M2.
Example 4.6. Let p be a prime number and n a natural number. Let {1, y, y2}
be a GF(pn)-basis for GF(p3n) where y is a zero of an irreducible cubic f (Y ) ∈
GF(pn)[Y ]. LetW be the GF(pn)-subspace GF(pn)·1+GF(pn)·y and R be the ring
R =GF(pn)+WX +GF(p3n)[[X ]]X 2. Then (R ,M) is a local CK domain with M4
universal (but M3 is not universal). Here |W 2| = p
3n
2
+p2n− p
n
2
so |GF(p3)\W 2| =
p3n−
(
p3n
2
+p2n − p
n
2
)
= p
n(pn−1)2
2
. So |{GF(p3n)∗a | a ∈GF(p3n)\W 2}| = p
n (pn−1)
2
.
So from Example 4.2 we have
|V | = pn ,
pn(pn +1) nonassociate atoms in M\M2,
p2n(pn −1)
2
nonassociate atoms in M2\M3, and
pn(p2n +pn +2)
2
total nonassociate atoms.
For small values of pn we have:
pn Atoms in M\M2 Atoms in M2 Atoms
2 6 2 8
3 12 9 21
4 20 24 44
5 30 50 80
7 56 147 203
8 72 224 296
9 90 324 414
After pointing out an error in [8], it is time to point out amathematical error
and typographical error in [5] and to note a partial correction. In [5, Theorem
7.1] it stated for R = K +V1X +·· ·+Vn−1X n−1+F [[X ]]X n where K ⊆ F is a field
extension andV1, . . . ,Vn−1 areK -subspaces of F withViV j ⊆Vi+ j for i+ j ≤ n−1,
thatG(R)∼= F∗/K ∗⊕F/V1⊕·· ·⊕F/Vn−1. In the proof it is alleged that the map
pi :U (F [[X ]])→ F∗/K ∗⊕F/V1⊕·· ·⊕F/Vn−1 given bypi(a0(1+a1X+a2X 2+·· ·))=
(a0K
∗,a1+V1, . . . ,an−1 +Vn−1) is a homomorphism. However, this is only the
case for n = 1. Thus we only have the isomorphism G(K +WX +F [[X ]]X 2) ∼=
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Z⊕F∗/K ∗⊕F/W which is given in Example 4.2. Corollary 7.2 of [5] concerns the
special case where R =K +F [[X ]]X n . The assertion thatG(R)∼= F∗/K ∗⊕Fn−1 is
only valid for n = 1,2. Also, there is a typographical error in giving the number
of nonassociate atoms of R as n|F∗/K ∗||F |n where obviously the correct num-
ber is n|F∗/K ∗||F |n−1 . The proof given is correct once the typographical error
is corrected. However, as we will use this example, we state the correct result
with a self-contained proof.
Example 4.7. Let K ⊆ F be a field extension, n ≥ 1, and R =K +F [[X ]]X n . Then
R is a BFD but is local (resp., a CK domain) if and only if [F :K ]<∞ (resp., K = F
andn = 1 or F is finite). Let {aα}α∈Λ be a complete set of representatives of F∗/K ∗.
Then {aαX
i+b1X i+1+·· ·+bn−1X i+n−1 |α ∈Λ,bi ∈ F,n ≤ i ≤ 2n−1} is a complete
set of nonassociate atoms of R. Thus R has n|F∗/K ∗||F |n−1 nonassociate atoms.
We have M3 is universal, but M2 is not universal unless n = 1. There are no
atoms in M2 where M is the maximal ideal of R. It follows from [5, Corollary
5.6] that atoms have the form u(X )X i where u(X ) ∈U (F [[X ]]) and n ≤ i ≤ 2n−1
and the number of nonassociate atoms is n|F∗/K ∗||U (F [[X ]]/U (R)|n−1 . But we
prove this directly. It is easy to see that atoms of R have the form aiX
i+ai+1X i+1+
·· · where ai 6= 0 and n ≤ i ≤ 2n−1. But aiX i + ai+1X i+1+ ·· · = u(X )X i where
u(X ) = ai + ai+1X + ·· · ∈ U (F [[X ]]). Note that u(X )X i ∼ v(X )X j ⇐⇒ i = j
and u(X )U (R) = v(X )U (R). But |U (F [[X ]])/U (R)| = |F∗/K ∗||F |n−1 as seen by
the bijection given by
(∑∞
m=0 amX
m
)
U (R)↔ (a0K ∗,a−10 a1, . . . ,a−10 an−1) between
U (F [[X ]])/U (R) and F∗/K ∗⊕Fn−1. (Thismap is an isomorphism only for n≤ 2.)
Let (R ,M) be a local CKdomainwithR =R/M and k = dimRM/M2. Then by
Theorem 2.6 (6) R has at least (|R |k −1)/(|R|−1) nonassociate atoms. Thus the
number of nonassociate atoms gives an upper bound for |R| and k. However,
for a given |R| and k, the number of nonassociate atoms can be arbitrarily large.
We illustrate this for the case R ∼=GF (2) and k = 2.
Example 4.8. (An example of a local CK domain (R ,M) with R = R/M ∼=GF (2)
and dimRM/M
2 = 2 having more than 2n−1 + 1 nonassociate atoms for n ≥
2) Let f be a principal prime of GF (2)[[X ,Y ]] with ord( f ) = n ≥ 2. Take R =
GF (2)[[X ,Y ]]/( f ) so R is a complete local CK domain with R ∼=GF (2) and hav-
ing dimRM/M
2 = 2. Suppose that R has m nonassociate atoms a1, . . . ,am . Tak-
ing fi ∈ GF (2)[[X ,Y ]] with fi = ai , we have M = (a1)∪ ·· · ∪ (am) and hence
(X ,Y )= ( f1, f )∪·· ·∪ ( fm , f )= ( f1)+ (X ,Y )n∪·· ·∪ ( fm)+ (X ,Y )n . We claim that
m ≥ 2n−1 + 1. Put S = GF (2)[[X ,Y ]]/(X ,Y )n and N = (X ,Y )/(X ,Y )n . Then N
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is a union of m principal ideals. But |S| = 2 n(n+1)2 , |N | = 2 (n−1)(n+2)2 , and if Sa is a
proper principal ideal,
|Sa| = |S|/|ann(a)| ≤ |S|/|Nn−1| ≤ 2(n(n+1)/2/2n = 2(n−1)n/2 .
Since two principal ideals have nonempty intersection,
m ≥ |N |/|Sa|+1 = 2(n−1)(n+2)/2/2(n−1)n/2+1= 2n−1+1.
So R has at least 2n−1+1 nonassociate atoms.
The following well known diagram appears in [3] where examples are given
to show that none of the implications can be reversed.
HFD
 (
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
■■
■■
■
■
UFD
6>ttttttttt
ttttttttt
 (
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏ BFD
+3 ACCP +3 Atomic
FFD
6>✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
✉✉✉
✉✉✉
Let us extend this diagram for the case of a quasilocal domain (R ,M).
CK +3


Noether ian

HFD +3 RBFD
#+P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P M
ω = 0 +3

Mα = 0

UFD
KS

BFD +3 ACCP +3 Atomic
FFD
/7❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
Here R is a RBFD if R has finite elasticity ρ(R). A one-dimensional local
domain is a RBFD if and only if R is analytically irreducible [2, Theorem 2.12].
Also, a one-dimensional local domain is an FFD if and only if R is a DVR orR/M
is finite [6, Corollary 6]. Thus a one-dimensional local domain is a CK domain
if and only if it is an FFD and RBFD. Except for the implication Mα = 0 =⇒
ACCP, we give examples of quasilocal domains showing that the implications
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cannot be reversed. In fact, in all cases except Mω = 0 =⇒ BFD we give one-
dimensional quasilocal examples. (1) BFD 6=⇒ Mω = 0: Localizing [13, Exam-
ple 5.7] gives an example of a quasilocal Krull domain (R ,M) with
⋂∞
n=1M
n 6= 0.
But a Krull domain is a BFD. (2) atomic 6=⇒ ACCP: Gram’s example [12] of an
atomic domain not satisfying ACCP is a one-dimensional quasilocal domain.
(3) ACCP 6=⇒ BFD,Mα = 0 6=⇒ Mω = 0: take [3, Example 2.1] K [X ;T ], K a field
and T the additive submonoid of Q+ generated by {1/p|p is prime }, localized
at N = { f ∈ K [X ;T ]| f has nonzero constant term}. (4)Mω = 0 6=⇒ Noetherian:
Q+C[[X ]]X . (5) HFD 6=⇒ UFD, BFD 6=⇒ FFD, RBFD 6=⇒ CK, Noetherian 6=⇒
CK:R+C[[X ]]. (6) FFD 6=⇒ UFD, RBFD 6=⇒ HFD, FFD 6=⇒ CK:K [[X 2,X 3]],K a
field (withK infinite for FFD 6=⇒ CK). (7) BFD 6=⇒ RBFD: any one-dimensional
local domain that is not analytically irreducible.
We end by investigating local CK domains with exactly three nonassoci-
ate atoms. As we know, in this case M2 is universal. In the complete equi-
characteristic case it is easy to completely characterize such integral domains.
We begin with the followingmore general result.
Theorem 4.9. Let (R ,M) be a complete local domain with residue field R. Sup-
pose that M2 is universal and char R = char R. So the integral closure R ′ is a
complete DVR and hence R ′ ∼= F [[X ]] where F is a subfield of R ′ that maps iso-
morphically onto the residue field of R ′. Then R ∼= K +F [[X ]]X where K = R∩F
is a subfield of R isomorphic to R. Also, R is a CK domain if and only if K = F
(and hence R ∼= F [[X ]] is a DVR) or R is finite.
Proof. Since M2 is universal, R ′ = [M : M] is a DVR with maximal ideal M by
Theorem 2.2 (7). So R ′ is a complete DVR with char R ′ = char R ′/M . So R ′ ∼=
F [[X ]] where F is a subfield of R ′ that maps isomorphically onto R ′/M . Now
R ′ has maximal ideal M = F [[X ]]X . Let K = R ∩F , so F [[X ]]X ⊆ R gives R =
K +F [[X ]]X . Since K ⊆ F is integral, K is a field and clearly K is isomorphic to
R .
Certainly if K = F (and hence R is a DVR) or R is finite, R is a CK domain.
Conversely, suppose thatR is a CK domain. If R is infinite,R must be aDVR and
hence K = F .
Corollary 4.10. Let (R ,M) be a complete local CK domain with exactly three
nonassociate atoms with char R = char R. Then R ∼=GF (2)+GF (22)[[X ]]X .
Proof. Now R =GF (2)+GF (22)[[X ]]X is a complete local CK domain with char
R = char R having exactly |GF (22)∗/GF (2)∗| = 3 nonassociate atoms. Con-
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versely, suppose that (R ,M) is a complete local CK domain with exactly 3 non-
associate atoms. Since 3 is prime,M2 is universal. Since R is not a DVR, R must
be finite. SoR ∼=GF (pn)+GF (pnk )[[X ]]X for some prime p (= charR) and k ≥ 2.
NowR has 3= |GF (pnk )∗/GF (pn)∗|nonassociate atoms. Sowemust have p = 2
and k = 2. Thus R ∼=GF (2)+GF (22)[[X ]]X .
There is another way to realize R = GF (2)+GF (22)[[X ]]X . Here GF (22) =
{0,1,α,1+α} where α2 =α+1. We claim that
R ∼=GF (2)[[X ,Y ]]/(X 2+XY +Y 2).
Here is a sketch. The map φ :GF (2)[[X ,Y ]]→ R given by φ(X )= X and φ(Y )=
αX is an epimorphism. Since R is an integral domain, ker(φ) is a prime ideal of
GF (2)[[X ,Y ]]. Now φ(X 2+ XY +Y 2) = X 2+αX 2+α2X 2 = (1+α+α2)X 2 = 0,
so (X 2+XY +Y 2)⊆ ker(φ). But since (X 2+XY +Y 2) is a prime ideal, we have
ker(φ)= (X 2+XY +Y 2). Here we have realized a local CK domainwith precisely
3 nonassociate atoms as a homomorphic image of a two-dimensional regular
local ring. We next generalize this result.
Theorem 4.11. Let (D,M) be a two-dimensional regular local domain with M =
(x1,x2) and let f be a principal prime of D. Then D/( f ) is an integral domain
with precisely three nonassociate atoms if and only if D/M ∼= GF(2) and f =
u1x
2
1 +u2x1x2+u3x22 where u1,u2,u3 are units.
Proof. Note that if f ∈M\M2, D := D/( f ) is a DVR, and if D has exactly three
nonassociate atoms, then D/M ∼= GF(2) by Theorem 2.6 (2). Now D has pre-
cisely three nonassociate atoms ⇐⇒ M = (x1)∪(x2)∪(x1+x2) ⇐⇒ M = (x1, f )∪
(x2, f )∪ (x1 + x2, f ). Let f = a1x21 + a2x1x2 + a3x22 . Then (x1, f ) = (x1,a3x22),
(x2, f )= (x2,a1x21), and (x1+x2, f )= (x1+x2, (a3−a2−a1)x1x2).
(⇐= ) Suppose that a1,a2, and a3 are units. Then D/M ∼= GF(2) gives that
a3− a2− a1 is a unit. So (x1, f )∪ (x2, f )∪ (x1 + x2, f ) = (x1)+M2 ∪ (x2)+M2 ∪
(x1+ x2)+M2 =M since (x1)+M2, (x2)+M2, and (x1+ x2)+M2 are the one-
dimensionalD/M-subspaces ofM/M2. (=⇒ ) Suppose that
M = (x1, f )∪ (x2, f )∪ (x1+x2, f ).
If a1 ∈M , (x2, f )⊆ (x2)+M3, soM = (x1)+M2∪ (x2)+M3∪ (x1+x2)+M2. Con-
sider x2+x21 . Now x2+x21 ∈ (x1)+M2 =⇒ x2 ∈ (x1)+M2 and x2+x21 ∈ (x1+x2)+M2
=⇒ x2 ∈ (x1 + x2)+M2, both contradictions. And x2 + x21 ∈ (x2)+M3 =⇒
M2 ⊆ (x2)+M3, a contradiction. Interchanging x1 and x2 shows that a3 ∈ M
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leads to a contradiction. So a1 and a3 must be units. Suppose that a2 ∈ M .
Then a3− a2− a1 ∈M . Thus M = (x1, f )∪ (x2, f )∪ (x1+ x2, f ) gives M = (x1)+
M2∪ (x2)+M2∪ (x1+ x2)+M3. Put y1 = −x1, y2 = x1+ x2, so y1+ y2 = x2 and
(y1, y2)=M . NowM = (y1)+M2∪(y2)+M3∪(y1+y2)+M2, a contradiction.
With regard to the element f in Theorem 4.11, we have the following propo-
sition.
Proposition 4.12. Let (D,M) be a two-dimensional regular local domain with
M = (x1,x2). Suppose that D/M ∼=GF(2). Then
(1) f = u1x21 +u2x1x2+u3x22 where u1,u2,u3 are units if and only if f = x21 +
x1x2+x22+ g for some g ∈M3.
(2) For units u1,u2,u3 of R, f = u1x21 +u2x1x2+u3x32 is a nonzero principal
prime.
Proof. (1) ( =⇒ ) Since D/M ∼= GF(2), ui = 1+mi for some mi ∈M . Then f =
x21 + x1x2+ x22 + g where g =m1x21 +m2x1x2+m3x22 ∈M3. (⇐= ) Suppose f =
x21+x1x2+x22+g where g ∈M3. Note that g = ax21+bx22 for some a,b ∈M . Then
f = x21 + x1x2+ x22 + g = (1+a)x21 + x1x2+ (1+b)x22 where a+1, 1+b are units.
(Note that this shows that we can take u2 = 1.)
(2) Note that D is a UFD and x1,x2 are principal primes. (The simple proof
that a two-dimensional regular local ring is a UFD does not require the more
general result that a regular local ring is aUFD.)Wefirst note that a1x
2
1+a2x1x2+
a3x
2
2 = 0 implies a1,a2,a3 ∈M . While this follows from analytic independence,
we give a simple proof. Suppose that a1x
2
1 + a2x1x2+ a3x22 = 0 and say a2 is a
unit. Then a2x1x2 = −a1x21 − a3x22 gives x1|a3x22 . So x1|a3. Likewise x2|a1. So
dividing by x1x2 gives a2 ∈M , a contradiction. Similar proofs show that a1,a3 ∈
M . Let f = u1x21 +u2x1x2+u2x22 where u1,u2,u3 are units. So f 6= 0. We show
that f is irreducible and hence prime. Suppose that f = (Ax1+Bx2)(Cx1+Dx2).
Then (u1−AC )x21+(u2−(AD+BC ))x1x2+(u3−BD)x22 = 0. Sou1−AC ,u2−(AD+
BC ),u2−BD ∈M . Thus AC , AD+BC , BD are units. Hence A,B ,C ,D are units.
But then AD and BC are units, so AD +BC ∈M sinceD/M ∼=GF(2).
Let (R ,m) be a complete local CK domain with precisely three nonassociate
atoms. Then R/m ∼= GF(2) and dimR/mm/m2 = 2, so R is a homomorphic im-
age of a two-dimensional complete regular local ring (D,M) with residue field
GF(2). So if charR = 2, D ∼= GF(2)[[X ,Y ]] while if char R = 0, D ∼= V [[X ]] (with
M = (2,X )) or D ∼= V [[X ,Y ]]/(g ) (with M = (X ,Y )) where g = 2−h with h ∈
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(2,X ,Y )2 and (V ,2V ) is a completeDVRwith residue fieldGF(2). In the first case
char R = 2, R ∼=GF(2)[[X ,Y ]]/(X 2+XY +Y 2) (as GF(2)[[X ,Y ]]/(X 2+XY +Y 2)
is such a ring and any such one is isomorphic to GF(2)+GF(22)[[X ]]X ). In the
second case where char R = 0 and 2 ∉m2, R ∼= V [[X ]]/(u1 ·4+u2 ·2X +u3X 2)
where u1,u2,u3 are units of V [[X ]]. In the third case where char R = 0 and
2 ∈m2, R ∼= V [[X ,Y ]]/(g ,u1X 2+u2XY +u3Y 2) where g = 2−h, h ∈ (2,X ,Y )2
and u1,u2,u3 are units of V [[X ,Y ]].
5. CK Domains with n Atoms
Let R be an integral domain. We say that R is primefree if R has no nonzero
principal primes. Let α be a possibly infinite cardinal number. We say that R
has α atoms if there is a set A of atoms of R with |A| =α such that every atom of
R is an associate of exactly one element of A. In this section we are interested
in local CK domains ormore generally primefree CK domainswith a prescribed
number of atoms. However, we begin by noting that for an infinite cardinal
number α, there exists a one-dimensional local domain with α atoms.
Example 5.1. (A one-dimensional local domain with α atoms for α infinite) Let
(D,N ) be a one-dimensional local domain that is not a DVR with |D| ≤ α. Let
{Xβ}β∈Λ be a set of indeterminates with |Λ| = α and let R = D({Xβ}β∈Λ) be the
Nagata ring D[{Xβ}β∈Λ]N[{Xβ}β∈Λ]. Then R is a one-dimensional local domain
with maximal ideal M = RN. As |R| = α, R has at most α atoms. Let m1,m2 be
part of a minimal basis for N. Then for β1,β2 ∈Λ, β1 6=β2, R(m1+m2Xβ2 ,m1+
m2Xβ2)= R(m1,m2). So m1+m2Xβ1 , m1+m2Xβ2 is part of a minimal basis for
M. Thusm1+m2Xβ1 andm1+m2Xβ2 are nonassociate atoms of R. Hence R has
α atoms.
Thus we have the following question.
Question 5.2. For which natural numbers n, does there exist a local CK domain
with n atoms?
Now for n = 1 we just have a DVR and by Theorem 2.6 (7) a local CK domain
cannot have 2 atoms. So suppose n ≥ 3. Cohen and Kaplansky [8] showed that
if n = (pnk − 1)/(pn − 1) where p is prime and m,k ≥ 1, there is a (complete)
local CK domain (R ,M) withM2 universal having n atoms. We can construct R
as follows. LetD be a DVR with residue field GF(pnk ) and take R to be the pull-
back of the natural map D → GF(pnk ) along GF(pm) ,→ GF(pmk ). So such an
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R can have characteristic 0 or characteristic p. In the equicharacteristic com-
plete case R has the form GF(pm)+GF(pmk)[[X ]]X (Example 4.4). This was
generalized in [5] (see Example 4.7): R =GF(pm)+GF(pmk )[[X ]]X l ,m,k, l ≥ 1,
is a complete local CK domain with l ((pmk −1)/(pm −1))pmk(l−1) atoms.
Suppose that n ≥ 3 is prime. Then there is a local CK domain (R ,M) with
n atoms if and only if M2 is universal if and only if n = (pmk −1)/(pm −1) for
some prime p and natural numbersm,k with k ≥ 2. The first odd prime not of
this form is 11. So there is no local CK domain with 11 atoms. (As we will see
there are local CK domains with n atoms for n = 3,4, . . . ,10.) The odd primes
less than 100 not of this form are 11, 19, 23, 29, 37, 41, 43, 47, 59, 67, 71, 73, 79,
83, 89, and 97. Clark, Gosavi, and Pollack [7] have noted that among the prime
numbers, the set of primes of the form (pmk −1)/(pm −1) has density 0.
We have constructed three infinite families of positive characteristic CK do-
mains
(1) (Example 4.4) GF(pm)+GF(pmk)X +GF(pmkl )X 2 m,k, l ≥ 1
(2) (Example 4.6) GF(pm)+WX +GF (p3m)[[X ]]X 2 m ≥ 1
(3) (Example 4.7) GF(pm)+GF(pmk)[[X ]]X l m,k, l ≥ 1
The following table gives the number of atoms, the number of atoms inM2
(for (2) necessarily not inM3), and the minimal power ofM which is universal
for each family.
Family Atoms Atoms inM2 Universality
1
(pmkl−1)pmk(l−1)
pm−1 0
M4,M3 =M2 ⇐⇒ l = 1
M ⇐⇒ k = l = 1
2
pm (p2m+pm+2)
2
p2m (pm−1)
2
M4
3
l (pmk−1)pmk(l−1)
pm−1 0
M3,M2 ⇐⇒ l = 1
M ⇐⇒ k = 1= 1
Suppose that we take l = 1 in Family 1 or 3, soM2 is universal. For n < 100,
this gives local CK domains withM2 universal for n = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 38, 40, 42, 44, 48, 50, 54, 57, 60,
62, 63, 65, 68, 72, 74, 80, 82, 84, 90, 91, 98.
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For Family 1 if we take l > 1, thenM4 is universal. For n < 100, we get local
CK domains with n = 6, 12, 20, 28, 30, 56, and 60 atoms.
For Family 2, M4 is universal and for n < 100 we get local CK domains with
n = 8, 21, 44, and 80 atoms.
For Family 3 if we take l ≥ 2, thenM3 is universal. We get local CK domains
with n atoms for l = 2: n = 4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18, 22, 24, 26, 32, 34, 38, 46, 50, 54,
58, 62, 64, 72, 74, 82, 86, 94, and 98; l = 3: n = 2, 27, 48, and 75; l = 4: n = 32.
Thus for n < 100, after deleting the primes n with no local CK domain with
n atoms, it is unknown to uswhether there exist local CK domainswith n atoms
for n = 25, 35, 36, 39, 45, 51, 52, 53, 55, 69, 70, 76, 77, 78, 81, 85, 87, 88, 92, 93, 95,
96, or 99.
So farmost of our examples of local CK domains have been in characteristic
p. Coykendall and Spicer [10] and Clark, Govasi, and Pollack [7] gave some
examples in characteristic 0 from number theory. We begin with this following
example.
Example 5.3. ([10, Corollary 3.6]). Let d be a square free integer and Z[ω] be
the ring of integers of Q[
p
d ]. Let p1, . . . ,pn be distinct primes that are inert in
Z[ω] and put p = p1 · · ·pn . Let R =Z[pω]S where S =R\(p1,pω)∪·· ·∪ (pn ,pω).
Then R is a primefree CK domain with n maximal ideals Mi = (pi ,pω)S , i =
1, . . . ,n. Each RMi = Z[pω](pi ,pω) is a local CK domain with pi +1 atoms. Thus
R has
∑n
i=1(pi +1) atoms (see Theorem 5.6 (1)). Here one can show that RMi is a
local CK domain via Theorem 3.1 ((1) ⇐⇒ (3)). It is easily checked that M2
iMi
is
universal. Since MMi is doubly generated and RMi has residue field GF(pi ), RMi
has (p2
i
−1)/(pi −1)= pi +1 atoms.
We next investigate the local CK domains with n atoms for n ≤ 11.
Example 5.4. Local CK domain (R ,M)with n ≤ 11 atoms.
n = 1: R is a DVR
n = 2: R does not exist (Theorem 2.6 (7))
n = 3: 3 is prime so M2 is universal with |R| = 2 and dimRM/M2 = 2. Exam-
ples include Z[2ω](2,2ω) with 2 inert in Z[ω] (say for example, d = 5) (see
Example 5.3) in characteristic 0 and the unique complete local example
GF(2)+GF(22)[[X ]]X in positive characteristic.
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n = 4: No atoms in M2 and M3 is universal, |R | = 2 or 3 and dimRM/M2 = 2.
M2 universal: Examples include Z[3ω](3,3ω) with 3 inert in Z[ω] (say for
d = 5) in characteristic 0 and the unique complete local example GF(3)+
GF(32)[[X ]]X in positive characteristic.
M3 universal: GF(2)+GF(2)[[X ]]X 2
n = 5: 5 is prime soM2 is universalwith |R| = 4 and dimRM/M2 = 2. Here GF(22)+
GF(24)[[X ]]X is the unique complete local example in positive character-
istic. For a characteristic 0 example, let D be a DVR of characteristic 0
with residue field GF(22) and take R to be the pullback of the natural map
D→GF(22) along GF(2) ,→GF(22).
n = 6: There are no atoms in M2 and M5 is universal, |R| ≤ 5, and dimRM/M2 =
2.
M2 universal: |R| = 5. In positive characteristic GF(5)+GF(52)[[X ]]X is the
unique example. In characteristic 0we can takeZ[5ω](5,5ω) where 5 is inert
in Z[ω] (say for d = 13)
M3 universal: GF(3)+GF(3)[[X ]]X 2
M4 universal: GF(2)+GF(2)X +GF(22)[[X ]]X 2
M5 universal: no example known
n = 7: 7 is prime so M2 is universal with |R| = 2 and dimRMM2 = 3. Here GF(2)+
GF(23)[[X ]]X is the unique complete local example in positive character-
istic. For a characteristic 0 example, take aDVRD with residue fieldGF(23)
and take R to be the pullback of the naturalmapD→GF(23) alongGF(2) ,→
GF(23).
n = 8: Here M7 is universal, |R | ≤ 7 and dimRM/M2 = 2 except for |R| = 2 and
dimRM/M
2 = 3. Since there are at least 6 atoms in M\M2, either all atoms
are in M\M2 or there are 6 atoms in M\M2 and 2 in M2. The case |R | = 5
is ruled out since this implies |V | ≥ 5 so |V | = 8 which gives M2 universal,
a contradiction.
M2 universal: |R| = 7 and dimRM/M2 = 2. So GF(7)+GF(72)[[X ]]X is the
unique complete local example in positive characteristic and Z[7ω](7,7ω)
with 7 inert in Z[ω] (say d = 5) is a characteristic 0 example.
M2 not universal: Here |V | = 2 or 4. If |V | = 4 all 8 atoms are in M\M2. For
|V | = 4, |R | ≤ 4. If |R | = 3 or 4, dimRM/M2 = 2.
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M3 universal example: GF(22)+GF(22)[[X ]]X 2 (no atoms in M2)
M4 universal example: GF(2)+WX+GF(23)[[X ]]X 2 (Example 4.5) (6 atoms
in M\M2, 2 atoms in M2).
n = 9: Here |V | = 9 in which case M2 is universal or |V | = 3. There are either 9
atoms in M\M2 or 6 atoms in M\M2 and 3 in M2.
M2 universal: Here |R | = 8 and dimRM/M2 = 2. We have that GF(23)+
GF(26)[[X ]]X is the unique complete local example in positive character-
istic. In characteristic 0 we can take a DVR with residue field GF(26) and
take R to be the pullback of the natural map D→ GF(26) along GF(23) ,→
GF(26).
M2 is not universal: So |V | = 3. So |R| = 2 or 3. Andwe have that dimRM/M2 =
2 unless |R | = 2 and dimRM/M2 = 3. Suppose |R| = 3. Then we cannot
have an atom in M2 since an atom in M2 would give at least 4 ·3 atoms
in M\M2. Suppose |R| = 2. Here either all 9 atoms are in M\M2 or 6 are
in M\M2 and 3 in M2. If dimRM/M
2 = 3, all atoms are in M\M2. Cohen
and Kaplansky claimed that for n = 9, we cannot have atoms in M2. We
have been unable to verify this.
n = 10: Here |V | = 2,5, or 10. If |V | = 10, M2 is universal. Here |R | = 9 and also
dimRM/M
2 = 2. So in the positive characteristic case GF(32)+GF(34)[[X ]]X
is the unique complete local example. A characteristic 0 example can be
obtained via pullbacks. If |V | = 5, then all ten atoms are in M\M2. The
only remaining case |V | = 2 forces |R | = 2 and dimRM/M2 = 2 or 3. If
dimRM/M
2 = 3, there are at least 7 atoms in M\M2 and hence all atoms
are in M\M2. Suppose that dimRM/M
2 = 2. If there is an atom in M2,
there are at least 6 atoms in M\M2. Thus either all 10 atoms are in M\M2,
8 are in M\M2 and 2 in M2, or 6 in M\M2 and 4 in M2.
n = 11: 11 is prime and not of the form (pnk −1)/(pn−1). So an example does not
exist.
We end by considering the case of nonlocal CK domains. Using Example
5.3, Coykendall and Spicer [10] showed that for n = ∑mi=1(pi + 1) for distinct
primes p1, . . . ,pn there is a primefree CK domain with n atoms. Assuming a
variant of the Goldbach Conjecture (each even number n ≥ 6 is a sum of two
distinct primes), they show that for n ≥ 3, there is a primefree CK domain with
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3 or less maximal ideals with n atoms. Then Clark, Gosavi, and Pollack [7, The-
orem 1.4] showed using a generalization of Bertrand’s Postulate that each n ≥ 6
can be written as
∑m
i=1(pi + 1) for distinct primes p1, · · · ,pn . Using Theorem
5.6 (2), they obtained a number of interesting results concerning primefree CK
domains with n atoms andm maximal ideals. We list some of their results.
Theorem 5.5. Let m and n be positive integers.
(1) [7, Theorem 1.6] If n ≥ 10 is even (resp., n ≥ 13 is odd) andm ∈ [3, n
3
] (resp.,
m ∈ [4, n
3
]), there is a primefree CK domain of characteristic 0with n atoms
andm maximal ideals.
(2) [7, Theorem 1.11] Let q be a prime power. If q is even (resp., q is odd), then
for all n ≥ 2q2−q (resp., n ≥ 2q2−q +1), there is a primefree CK domain
with n atoms that is a GF(q)-algebra.
We end with the following result that shows that for CK domains we can
usually reduce to the complete local domain case. Here the first statement is
well known while the second is just a restatement of a result of Clark, Gosavi,
and Pollack [7, Theorem 1.10].
Theorem 5.6. (1) Let R be aCKdomainwithmaximal ideals M1, . . . ,Mn . Then
the map
L(R)→ L(R̂M1)×·· ·×L(R̂Mn )
given by
A→ (R̂M1A, . . . , R̂Mn A)
is a multiplicative lattice isomorphism that induces an order preserving
monoid isomorphism of the positive cones of the corresponding groups of
divisibility
G+(R)→G+(R̂M1)×·· ·×G+(R̂Mn )
aU (R)→ (aU (R̂M1 ), . . . ,aU (R̂Mn ))
where ̂ denotes the appropriate M-adic completion.
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(2) Let (R1,m1), . . . , (Rn ,mn) be local CK domainswith finite residue fields such
that either (1) each char Ri = 0 or (2) each Ri is an F-algebra where F
is a finite field. Then there exists a CK domain R with maximal ideals
M1, . . . ,Mn such that either (1) char R = 0 or (2) R is an F-algebra, each
Ri/mi ∼=RMi /MiMi and R̂i ∼= R̂Mi , where ̂denotes the appropriate M-adic
completion. Thus if each Ri has li atoms, R has l1+·· ·+ln atoms and if no
Ri is a DVR, R is primefree.
Proof. (1) Let A 6= 0 be an ideal of R . Then A = (AM1 ∩R)∩ ·· · ∩ (AMn ∩R) =
(AM1 ∩R) · · ·(AMn ∩R) where each AMi ∩R = R or is Mi -primary. Moreover, A
is principal if and only if each AMi ∩R is principal. This induces a multiplica-
tion lattice homomorphismL(R)→ L(RM1 )×·· ·×L(RMn ) by A 7→ (AM1 , . . . ,AMn ).
Also since each nonzero ideal of RMi (resp., R̂Mi ) is MiMi -primary (resp.,
MiMi -
primary), the map L(RMi )→ L(R̂Mi ) given by A→ R̂Mi A is a multiplicative lat-
tice isomorphism. Clearly both maps preserve principal ideals. There the map
A → (R̂M1A, . . . , R̂Mn A) is a multiplicative lattice map that preserves principal
ideals.
(2) The proof of [7, Theorem1.10] showed that ifR1, . . . ,Rn are any primefree
local CK domains with either (1) each char Ri = 0 or (2) each Ri is an F -algebra
where F is a finite field, then there is a primefree CK domain R with (1) either
char R = 0 or (2) R is an F -algebra such that Ri/mi ∼= RMi /MMi (∼= R/Mi ) and
R̂i ∼= R̂Mi . The condition that the Ri were primefree gives that each residue field
Ri/mi is finite. The same proof carries through if we allow Ri to be a DVR as
long as Ri/mi is finite.
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